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Abstract. A machine reader is a tool able to transform natural language text to formal structured knowledge so as the latter
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1. Introduction

This paper describes FRED1 [43]: a tool that auto-
matically generates RDF/OWL ontologies and linked
data from multilingual natural language text. The ap-
proach implemented by FRED falls into the machine
reading paradigm [12], which aims to transform (part
of) a natural language text into data. FRED adds to
that paradigm the ability to generate knowledge graphs
that can be interpreted by machines, according to a
shared formal semantics, and is linked to available
background knowledge.

As an example of a formal knowledge graph, the text
“Valentina gave Aldo a book by Charlie Mingus.” can
be formalised according to OWL semantics and the
OWL n-ary relation pattern2, as sketched by Figure 1.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: aldo.gangemi@lipn.univ-
paris13.fr

1http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred
2http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:N-

Ary_Relation_Pattern_(OWL_2)

The class Give and its instance give_1 represent
the “gave” n-ary relation holding between “Valentina”,
“book”, and “Aldo”, which have their representative
instances, in turn related to give_1.

Fig. 1.: Formalisation for the sentence: Valentina gave
Aldo a book by Charlie Mingus, based on OWL se-
mantics and the OWL n-ary relation pattern.
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FRED is able to produce such a formal knowledge
representation, specifically for the semantic web. The
tool leverages multiple natural language processing
(NLP) components by integrating their outputs into a
unified result, which is formalised as an RDF/OWL
graph. Such a graph is enriched with links to exist-
ing semantic web knowledge, by means of ontology
alignment and entity linking techniques, as well as
with an RDF encoding of syntactic annotations based
on the Earmark [39] and the NLP Interchange Format
(NIF) [23] vocabularies.

The design of FRED’s graphs is independent from
any commitment on domain-specific or task-specific
semantics, making the tool suitable to be used as a se-
mantic middleware. In fact, FRED mainly targets de-
velopers of semantic applications, who can rely on
FRED’s output graphs and further manipulate them
(e.g. refactor or enrich) for empowering their domain-
or task-specific client applications. Some examples are
automatic text annotation, search engine optimisation,
opinion mining, automatic summarisation. Examples
of applications built on top of FRED are given in Sec-
tion 4.

FRED1 is available as RESTful API (providing RDF
serialisation in many syntaxes) as well as Python API
(fredlib3). Additionally, any user can access FRED’s
demo application online, which features a graphical
user interface.

FRED’s output graph is designed according to
Frame Semantics [15] and ontology design patterns [20].
A frame is usually expressed by verbs or other lin-
guistic constructions, hence all occurrences of frames
that can be recognised in an input text are formalised
as OWL n-ary relations, all being instances of some
type of event or situation (e.g. the class Love in
Figure 1). For example, FRED’s output diagram4 for
the sentence of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. The
prefixes used in inline examples and diagrams are
assigned as from Table 1. The reader may recog-
nise the same formalisation shown in Figure 1. Nev-
ertheless, the result produced by FRED is richer.
The class fred:Give is modelled as equivalent
to the frame vn.data:Give_13010100, defined
in VerbNet [27]. The relations between the frame
fred:Give and its arguments are modelled as object
properties according to the semantic roles that can be

3http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred/
fredlib

4FRED diagrams depict a subset of the generated triples, which
cover the core semantics of the text.

recognised, e.g. vn.role:Agent,
vn.role:Recipient, and vn.role:Theme. In
case additional roles are detected but not recognised,
FRED creates new (role) object properties and la-
bels them by reusing the appropriate text from the in-
put. Arguments are modelled as individuals and their
types are induced from the input text, when available.
If possible, individuals are linked to existing seman-
tic web entities, e.g. dbpedia:Charles_Mingus,
and typed with existing semantic web classes, e.g.
schemaorg:Person, schemaorg:MusicGroup5

and dul:Event. The simple graph of Figure 2 exem-
plifies part of the extraction and modelling capabilities
of FRED (frame detection, entity linking, type induc-
tion, etc.). In Section 2 such capabilities are discussed
in detail.

In summary, the main contribution of FRED is to
provide a novel form of machine reading. This is ac-
complished by addressing a number of challenges such
as: providing a unique tool able to perform combined
NLP tasks at a same time, integrating and enriching
the results of diverse NLP tasks by drawing explicit re-
lations between them, providing a unified formal rep-
resentation compliant with semantic web design and
standards (i.e. OWL/RDF), providing a reference cog-
nitive semantics for its interpretation (i.e. frame se-
mantics).

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
the main capabilities of, and design issues addressed
by, FRED. Section 3 describes the FRED’s pipeline
and provides implementation details. Section 4 shows
the quality, importance and impact of FRED, report-
ing evaluation studies, community feedback, as well as
examples and evaluation of applications that rely on
FRED as a semantic middleware. Section 5 discusses
relevant related work and the paper concludes with
Section 6 that addresses open challenges and ongoing
work.

2. Transforming Natural Language Processing
output to OWL/RDF graphs

FRED leverages the results of many NLP compo-
nents by reengineering and unifying them in a unique
RDF/OWL graph designed by following semantic web
ontology design practices. In this section, the main de-

5The reader may notice that schemaorg:MusicGroup is incor-
rect, however this data is inherited from existing Linked Data re-
sources, which may contain some imprecisions.
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Fig. 2.: FRED’s output for the sentence: Valentina gave Aldo a book by Charlie Mingus..

sign issues addressed by FRED are discussed and ex-
emplified, in order to provide an overall view of its
main features. In order to improve readability of fig-
ures and examples, a set of prefixes is used in lieu of
namespace URIs. They are summarised in Table 1.

2.1. From Discourse Representation Structures to
RDF/OWL n-ary relations

The core of FRED takes as input Discourse Repre-
sentation Structures (DRSs), based on Hans Kamp’s
Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [25]. DRSs,
informally called “boxes” (due to their graphical rep-
resentation), represent natural language sentences, and
include two parts: a set of discourse referents, and a set
of conditions providing the interpretation of the dis-
course referents. The DRS language is within first or-
der logic, and its discourse referents are arbitrary en-
tities, including events modeled according to a neo-
Davidsonian semantics [25].

The DRSs taken by FRED as input are produced by
Boxer [5], which performs deep parsing out of Combi-
natory Categorial Grammar (CCG) parse trees [47]. It
also makes use of both VerbNet [27] and FrameNet [4]
for frame labelling and semantic role labelling, i.e.
representing event types and the relations (thematic
roles) between events and their participating individu-
als. Figure 3a exemplifies a box for the sentence “Peo-
ple love movies” as it is returned by Boxer: the box
is divided into two sections, the top section contains

the discourse referents, in this case x0, x1, x2; the
bottom section contains the predicates that constrain
their interpretation: x2 is an event described by the
predicate love having two arguments, an agent x0,
of type people and a patient x1, of type movie. For
more details about Boxer and the syntax of its output,
the reader can refer to [5].

Although the example in Figure 3a is very simple,
DRSs can be very complex, depending on the input
text. Therefore, the problem of transforming DRSs
to RDF/OWL models requires non-trivial design de-
cisions on how to represent discourse referents and
their interpreting predicates. In the case of Figure 3a,
there is one box, which encapsulates a single event
controlling all discourse referents. Therefore, the box
content can be represented as an RDF/OWL n-ary
relation modelling the identified event (frame), with
its arguments modelled as typed individuals, and the-
matic roles modelled as object properties: the corre-
sponding FRED output is shown in Figure 3c. Events
are modelled as subtypes of the class dul:Event.
The reader may notice that FRED also performs
skolemization of first-order predicate variables, e.g.
x0 becomes fred:people_1, as well as align-
ment of predicates to existing semantic web ontolo-
gies, e.g with owl:equivalentClass triples. The
skolemization of the event occurrence, its event type,
and the labels for its semantic roles are given in
two varieties following either VerbNet or FrameNet.
In the first case, the event type fred:Love is
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Default local (customisable) namespace fred: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/fred/domain.owl#

VerbNet thematic roles vn.role: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/vn/abox/role/

VerbNet verb classes vn.data: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/vn/data/

FrameNet frame vocabulary ff: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/framenet/abox/frame/

FrameNet frame element vocabulary fe: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/framenet/abox/fe/

DOLCE+DnS Ultra Light dul: http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl#

WordNet wn30: http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn30/instances/

a vocabulary for Boxer primitive classes boxer: http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/boxer/boxer.owl#

a vocabulary for some box types boxing: http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/boxer/boxing.owl#

DBpedia resources dbpedia: http://dbpedia.org/resource/

schema.org vocabularies schemaorg: http://schema.org/

Table 1: List of prefixes used in FRED diagrams and inline examples.

(a) Boxer output.
(b) FRED output with VerbNet labels.

(c) FRED output with FrameNet labels.

Fig. 3.: Boxer versus FRED result (in two varieties labelling with either VerbNet and FrameNet frames and roles)
for the sentence “People love movies”, which exemplifies the case of a box that does not add any semantics to its
content, which in turn maps to a specific frame.

aligned to vn.data:Love_31020100, and there-
fore roles are labeled as vn.role:Experiencer
and vn.role:Theme respectively.

In the second case, the event type fred:Love is
aligned to ff:Experiencer_focus, and there-
fore roles are labeled as
fe:Experiencer:experiencer_focus and
fe:Content:experiencer_focus respectively.

Natural language text on the web is rarely such sim-
ple as “People love movies”, hence the possibile con-
figurations of boxes and their contents have a wide
range of complexity. In this example, the box itself
does not add any special semantics to its content, but

this is not always the case. One of the design issues
addressed by FRED is to assess whether a box has its
own semantics or not.

There are two main basic types of boxes that FRED
needs to distinguish: (1) boxes only have a syntactic
role in Boxer’s result, meaning that FRED only needs
to focus on representing their content and linking them
to the rest; (2) boxes provide a unified relation to a
complex state of affair (usually expressed in the text
by a copula), meaning that they have their own seman-
tics to be represented. Figure 3 is an example of (1),
where the content of the box is represented as an n-
ary relation expressing an event love_1 that keeps to-
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gether the entities participating in the event. Hence, the
box does not add any significant information: the love
frame is the main informative and unifying element.
Other examples of (1) are the sentences “Valentina is a
researcher” and “Valentina is happy”. In these cases,
the output of Boxer has always the same structure, as
depicted in Figure 4, which includes three boxes, one
predicate (researcher) applied to a discourse refer-
ent (a named entity in the examples). The boxes here
would indicate special states of affairs, e.g. the typing
of an entity, and the relation of an entity to its qual-
ity, respectively. The boxes here are redundant as all
discourse referents are controlled by the same and sin-
gle predicate characterising their content. FRED de-
tects such special situations and maps them to spe-
cific semantic relations after getting rid of the boxes:
as for the examples in Figure 4 these are rdf:type
in the first case (Figure 4c), and dul:hasQuality
in the second case (Figure 4d). The reader may notice
that Boxer tries to assign a type to the named entities
that it detects, in the case of Figure 4a “Valentina” is
assigned with the type loc, which stands for “Loca-
tion”. These assignments have a typically low accuracy
in a sample-based validation, hence FRED bypasses
them, and handles named entity typing by exploiting
external semantic web resources when possible, or by
simply leaving the individual untyped, otherwise.

The case (2) refers to those state of affairs that
are expressed neither by means of events nor as typ-
ing/quality assertions (or similar). For example, let
us consider the sentence: Valentina is Gianni’s fifth
daughter, from his second marriage. Figure 5 shows
the results of Boxer and FRED for this sentence. In this
case, the box declaring the x5 discourse referent has
a specific semantic role: it frames the state of affairs
(situation) expressed by the sentence. In fact, this box
conveys the semantics of a unifying relation between
all discourse referents and predicates contained in the
first box by defining a co-referencing statement for x0
and x2 (by using a redundant box) and the from pred-
icate. Therefore, FRED represents this box in the graph
as an individual fred:situation_1 from the class
boxing:Situation, which models a unified rela-
tional context for the individuals and relations corre-
sponding to boxed content.

These basic patterns for boxes and their contents can
be composed by means of formal relations such as and,
or, entails between boxes. Furthermore, boxes can be
nested, negated, or can include more than one event,
or no events. These combinations and variety of con-
tent give rise to complex configurations that may cause

the emergence of additional patterns to be handled by
appropriate heuristic rules.

RDF vocabularies for DRSs. The development of
FRED involved also the creation of two OWL vocab-
ularies: one, referred by the prefix boxer: for repre-
senting a taxonomy of types defined and used by Boxer
as first class objects, such taxonomy includes types
such as “person”, “organisation”, “location”, etc.; the
other, referred by the prefix boxing:, for represent-
ing boxes (boxing:Situation), relations among
boxes (i.e. boxing:entails, boxing:union),
connecting boxes with their participating entities (e.g.
boxing:involves), as well as other properties
such as modality, negation, etc.

2.2. Representing tense, modality and negation

FRED also represents modality, tense and negation
in its unified OWL/RDF graph, by identifying the cor-
responding patterns in Boxer output. Let us consider
the example sentence “Rahm Emanuel says he won’t
resign over police shooting.” and its corresponding
FRED graph depicted in Figure 6.

Tense representation is addressed by modelling a
time interval (e.g.fred:now_1 in Figure 6) that
refers to what in the text is (possibly implicitly) ex-
pressed with the linguistic present tense: hence such
“present” may not refer to the time at which the sen-
tence was written or published, or the time of ac-
tual happening of the mentioned events. All events
and situations expressed in the sentence are related
to fred:now_1) by means of a relation from a set
of object properties inspired by Allen’s interval alge-
bra (before, after, included, etc.), depending on the
tense of the verb that expresses them. For example,
in Figure 6, the event fred:say_1 is included in
the fred:now_1 time interval as it is expressed
with present tense, while fred:now_1 is “before”
fred:resign_1, as the latter is expressed with fu-
ture tense.

Modality and negation are represented with a light-
weight, RDF-oriented semantics because the underly-
ing natural language semantics is unpredictable, and
poses controversial problems from both linguistic and
philosophic perspectives [8].

As far as negation is concerned, given two sentences
with a similar syntactic structure, the negated scope
is often ambiguous to interpret. For example, the sen-
tence “John did not go to school by car” can be for-
mally represented in different ways. For example (us-
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(a) Boxer output for a sentence expressing the type of an entity. (b) Boxer output for a sentence expressing the quality of an en-
tity.

(c) FRED output for DRSs with one typing predicate.

(d) FRED output for DRSs with one quality predicate.

Fig. 4.: Boxer versus FRED results for examples of sentences expressing states of affairs (mostly) by means of the
copula.

ing a neo-Davidsonian first order logic style), it can be
represented as:

¬∃e(go(e, John, s, c) ∧

Event(e) ∧ School(s) ∧ Car(c))

meaning that “there is no event in which John went
to school by car”. The negation in this case is applied
to the event e, whose arguments are John, the school
and the car. There is no assumption as to what ar-
gument, if any, has a special role in the negated sit-
uation. Another possible formal representation of the
same sentence is the following:

∃e(go(e, John, s, c) ∧

Event(e) ∧ School(s) ∧ ¬Car(c))

meaning that “there is an event in which John went
to school, but not by car”. In this case the negation is

applied to one of the arguments, i.e. the car, and an
explicit assessment that the event John went to school
happened, is made.6 To the best of our knowledge, in
such cases it is impossible to automatically establish
what is the correct scope without knowing about the
extralinguistic context. We remark that even in simple
cases, e.g. “John is not a doctor”, the apparently obvi-
ous complement-based semantics is not reliable, since
the linguistic or extralinguistic context can create alter-
native interpretations, e.g. “John is not a doctor, he is a
donkey!"; let alone cases where negation actually pro-
vides a graded quality, such as “she is not unhappy”,
which means “she is not fully unhappy or happy”.

This is why FRED only annotates (using the prop-
erty boxing:hasTruthValue) the referenced event
with the information that its truth value is false, with-
out making any assumption on the impact of nega-

6More interpretations can be generated by swapping the negated
argument.
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(a) Boxer output.

(b) FRED output.

Fig. 5.: Boxer versus FRED result for the sentence “Valentina is Gianni’s fifth daughter, from his second marriage”,
which exemplifies the case of a box carrying the semantics of a state of affairs.

tion over logical quantification and scope. The main
limit of this approach is that the resulting represen-
tation does not trigger any automatic reasoning. The
main benefit is that client applications have a hook to
the negated event, and if needed, they can refactor the
graph (e.g. with a SPARQL CONSTRUCT query) in
order to express their desired interpretation, including
rule-based or statistical approaches to decide what for-
mal semantics to apply in each case.

As for modality, OWL lacks formal constructs
to allow the required expressivity. The approach is
then similar to the one for negation. Modality in
FRED can be twofold: boxing:Necessary (cor-
responding to forms such as “will”, “must”, etc.)
and boxing:Possible (for forms such as “may”,
“might”, etc.). Both are individuals of the nomi-
nal class boxing:Modality. Note that the form

“should” is represented with boxing:Necessary,
by FRED. The English dictionary indicates two pos-
sible interpretations/uses of “should”, one for indicat-
ing “obligation”, the other for indicating something
“probable”. However, it also indicates that “in modern
English uses of should are dominated by the senses
relating to obligation”. This is why FRED represents
occurrences of should as expressions of “necessary”
modality.

For the sentence of Figure 6 the triples:

:resign_1 boxing:hasTruthValue boxing:False ;
boxing:hasModality boxing:Necessary .

formalise the “will not resign” fragment, including
modality and negation.
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Fig. 6.: FRED graph for the sentence: Rahm Emanuel says he won’t resign over police shooting.

2.3. Compositional semantics, taxonomy induction
and quality representation

As the output of Boxer does not tag compound
terms explicitly, FRED extracts them by recognising
two main patterns in the input DRSs. Given a com-
pound term “term1 term2” the two predicates forming
it (“term1” and “term2”) can be represented by Boxer
either as a dependency relation (i.e. term1(x0),
term2(x1), nn(x0, x1)), or as two co-referent
predicates (i.e. term1(x0), term2(x0)). FRED
implements a compositional semantics on identified
compound terms, exemplified in Figure 6 for the ex-
pression police shooting.

FRED creates a class representing the compound
term, e.g., fred:PoliceShooting, then it builds
its corresponding taxonomy, e.g.,

fred:PoliceShooting
rdfs:subClassOf fred:Shooting .

based on the rationale that the modifier of the main
concept (“police”) provides a distinguishing feature
to the more specific class. This feature used to be
called in ancient logic differentia specifica, and can
be either a quality (typically expressed by an adjec-
tive or an adverb), or another concept (typically ex-
pressed by a noun). In the latter case, a new class
is created for the concept, e.g. fred:Police, to-
gether with a triple associating such a class with the
original class derived from the compound noun, e.g.

fred:PoliceShooting. To this aim, the DOLCE
property dul:associatedWith is used. The fol-
lowing triples (represented in Turtle notation) show
this compositional FRED design pattern applied to the
example sentence in Figure 6:

fred:PoliceShooting
rdfs:subClassOf fred:Shooting ;
dul:associatedWith fred:Police .

The case of adjectives and adverbs expressing a
differentia specifica is different from nouns. Adjec-
tives in particular have an unpredictable and unsta-
ble semantics as nicely explained in [35]. FRED rep-
resents such modifiers (i.e. adjectives) as qualities of
the modified term by means of the DOLCE property
dul:hasQuality. But the quality can alternatively
modify the individual denoted by the term, or the class
expressed by that term. In a recent work, [19] reinter-
prets and augments Morzycki’s distinctions, and pro-
vides an ontology of adjectives with a set of associated
knowledge representation patterns, based on two main
aspects of adjectives: sectivity and framality. Sectiv-
ity impacts on the semantics of classes and individuals
that are modified by adjectives, while framality is the
ability of an adjective to activate a conceptual frame (in
Fillmore’s sense [15]), and can be used for explaining
sectivity phenomena. FRED implements an algorithm
that leverages the theory and resources developed in
[19] for applying the most appropriate representation
pattern in presence of adjective occurrences. For ex-
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ample, FRED is able to distinguish the two main types
of adjectives:

– intersective: the adjective that modifies a noun
can be independently predicated of the individual,
via entailment. For example, in a graph formal-
ising the sentence: “Roberto Bolle is an Italian
dancer.”, we would find the following triples:

fred:Roberto_Bolle
rdf:type fred:ItalianDancer,
dul:hasQuality fred:Italian .

– subsective: the adjective that modifies a noun can-
not be independently predicated of an individual
via entailment. For example, referring to Figure
5, we find the following triples:

fred:FifthDaughter
rdfs:subClassOf fred:Daughter,
dul:hasQuality fred:Fifth .

where the quality does not modify the individual,
but the class: it is represented as an intensional
quality, exploiting the “punning” pattern available
in OWL2.

In the special case of Figure 5, the fragment fifth
daughter is part of a “periphrastic expression”, which
leads to a special representation in FRED, as explained
in the next section:

fred:Valentina
fred:fifthDaughterOf fred:Gianni .

2.4. Generating periphrastic relations

There are many cases of relations that are expressed
(and annotated by NLP tools) by means of preposi-
tions, e.g. of, with, for, in, etc. Naming an object prop-
erty in a semantic web graph with one of those terms,
e.g. of, results meaningless and potentially identical to
many other relations that actually may mean a com-
pletely different concept. For example, “survivor of”
has a completely different meaning from “sister of”,
although they include the same preposition. In those
cases FRED performs a paraphrasing task by identify-
ing the noun to be associated with the preposition, and
putting it before the preposition in order to form the la-
bel of the resulting relation. For example, the sentence
“He was the only survivor of the expedition.” would be
formalised by generating the following triples:

fred:survivor_1
fred:survivorOf fred:expedition_1;
rdf:type fred:Survivor .

fred:expedition_1 rdf:type fred:Expedition .

2.5. Named Entity Recognition, Entity Linking, and
Coreference Resolution

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is used for iden-
tifying elements in a text that should have a corre-
sponding OWL individual in the graph. FRED also in-
tegrates the results of Entity Linking (EL) performed
on the input text for enriching its output graph with
owl:sameAs axioms. For example, in Figure 6, the
reader may notice the following triple:

fred:Rahm_emanuel
owl:sameAs dbpedia:Rahm_Emanuel .

Co-reference resolution and role propagation output
is used for merging nodes, for example in Figure 6 the
reader may notice that the individual
fred:Rahm_emanuel is both the agent of the event
say_1 and of the event resign_1, while in the text
he was referred first by his name, and then by the pro-
noun “he”.

2.6. Word Sense Disambiguation for ontology
alignment

FRED produces RDF/OWL ontologies having classes
(and related taxonomies) depending on the lexicon
used in the text. FRED exploits word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) in order to provide a public identity
to these classes by identifying equivalent or more gen-
eral concepts into WordNet and BabelNet [36], and by
creating alignments, where appropriate. WSD also en-
ables FRED to generate alignments to two top-level
ontologies: WordNet “supersenses” and a subset of
DOLCE+DnS Ultra Lite (DUL) classes. For example,
the term programming language is formalised by the
following alignment axioms:

fred:ProgrammingLanguage
owl:equivalentClass

wn30:synset-programming-language-noun-1 ;
rdfs:subClassOf dul:InformationEntity ;
rdfs:subClassOf

wn30:supersense-noun_communication .

Since Wikipedia is rich in “conceptual” entities, EL
is also used for disambiguating the sense of words af-
ter a process of contextualisation and formal interpre-
tation: if a text segment annotated by EL was origi-
nally annotated by FRED as an owl:Class, the re-
solved DBpedia entity is also given the semantics of an
owl:Class. Therefore, if an individual in the graph
is typed by the original FRED class, it will be typed
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by the DBpedia entity as well (FRED here applies an
inheritance pattern). This ends out also to be a way of
coercing the semantics of DBpedia entities where ap-
plicable.

2.7. Other FRED’s capabilities

Multilingualism. FRED takes as input a text in one
of 48 different languages, it translates it in English
and then processes it for producing its corresponding
graph. Therefore, the resulting graph always has En-
glish labels. As for the translation, FRED relies on
Bing Translation APIs7. If the input language is differ-
ent from English, the input text must be preceded by
the tag <BING_LANG:lang>, where lang is the code
for the language8.

Textual annotation grounding. As part of its OWL/RDF
output, FRED provides annotations that link text frag-
ments to their corresponding graph elements. These
annotations are expressed by means of the Earmark
vocabulary [39] and the NLP Interchange Format
(NIF) [23].

3. FRED pipeline and implementation

FRED pipeline is depicted in Figure 7. In this sec-
tion this pipeline is described by providing details
about the actual components that realise its implemen-
tation. FRED pipeline is characterised by three main
phases: text processing, heuristic-based triplification,
and RDF graph enrichment.

3.1. Text processing.

FRED takes as input a text in natural language
(NL). It can be a short text (to be processed at once)
or a corpus of NL documents; at the moment, the
latter is available only by using the fredlib Python
API. The input text is processed and transformed
into DRSs. This processing includes also frame de-
tection and semantic role labelling (based on Verb-
Net [27] and FrameNet [4]), identification of relations
between frames, named entity recognition (NER) and
coreference resolution (CRR). Boxer [5] is in charge
of producing DRSs (see Section 2 for more details

7http://www.microsoft.com/web/post/
using-the-free-bing-translation-apis

8The website http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/hh456380.aspx provides the list of language codes

about Boxer) nevertheless, after observing a signifi-
cant number of cases during FRED implementation
and experience of usage, it emerged that Boxer’s pro-
noun CRR capability is limited. For this reason FRED
also integrates CoreNLP9 as an additional component
for this specific task. A similar approach is used for
NER, in fact FRED integrates TAGME [14], which
uses Wikipedia content as context to disambiguate
named entities. For both tasks, i.e. NER and CCR,
FRED takes as input the union of Boxer, TAGME and
CoreNLP outputs, where TAGME overrules Boxer for
NER (when both provide results) and CoreNLP over-
rules Boxer for CRR, in an analogous situation. The
output of TAGME is reused also later (in the RDF
graph enrichment phase) for performing Entity Link-
ing. The result of this processing is transformed into an
intermediate representation and passed to the second
phase.

Implementation. This phase is implemented as a
Python software component that uses system calls for
getting Boxer, TAGME and CoreNLP outputs, inte-
grate them in an internal representation and pass the
result to the next component.

3.2. Heuristic triplification.

In this phase a first version of the graph is cre-
ated. The component in charge of this task is im-
plemented as a manager of ~100 heuristics that re-
move redundancies, associate a OWL/RDF represen-
tation to each identified pattern in the input DRSs
(described in Section 2), and combines them. At this
stage, FRED performs taxonomy induction, variable
reification, role propagation, periphrastic relation ex-
traction, frame and situation modelling, semantic role
labelling, lightweight representation of negation and
modality, tense modeling, and representation of both
individual and intensional qualities. Figure 8 shows the
result of this phase for the sentence “Rahm Emanuel
says he won’t resign over police shooting.”. The reader
may notice that the type assigned by Boxer is kept in
this preliminary model and represented by means of a
boxer:possibleType triple, which will be eval-
uated and possibly discarded in the next phase. Two
events are modeled as n-ary relations based on the de-
tected VerbNet frames “Say” and “Resign” and the re-
sult of semantic role labeling. Negation and modality

9http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.
shtml
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Fig. 7.: FRED pipeline.

are also represented for the event instance resign_1.
Finally, a taxonomy is induced and added to the graph
due to the recognition of the compound term “police
shooting”.

Implementation. This phase is realised by a set of
Python modules that implement the heuristics de-
scribed in Section 2. The resulting component is de-
ployed as a REST service, meaning that it is pos-
sible to programmatically access the output of the
heuristic-based triplification. Additional triples are
generated in order to annotate the fragments from a
text with the semantic entities that are extracted from
the text, jointly with their syntactic part-of-speech

annotations. The Earmark [39], NIF [23], and semi-
otics.owl10 vocabularies are used in order to provide
both a semiotic and a processing interoperability to
FRED graphs. Text fragment are represented as off-
sets (e.g. fred:offset_28_36_daughter), and
annotated as summarized in Table 2:

3.3. Graph enrichment.

The result of the previous phase is the input of the
final phase, which has the goal to further enrich the

10http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/cp/
owl/semiotics.owl
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Annotation Earmark NIF Labels, syntax, semiotics Example

Offset type earmark:PointerRange nif-core:OffsetBasedString offset
a earmark:PointerRange

Context earmark:refersTo nif-core:referenceContext offset nif-core:referenceContext
fred:docuverse

Segment start earmark:begins nif-core:beginIndex offset earmark:begins "28"^^
xsd:nonNegativeInteger

Segment end earmark:ends nif-core:endIndex offset nif-core:endIndex "36"^^
xsd:nonNegativeInteger

Labeling rdfs:label offset rdfs:label
"daughter"^^xsd:string

Part-of-speech pos:pennpos offset
pos:pennpos pos.owl:NN

Denotation semiotics.owl:denotes offset semiotics.owl:denotes
fred:daughter_1

Interpretant semiotics.owl:hasInterpretant offset semiotics.owl:hasInterpretant
fred:Daughter

Table 2: Annotation properties in FRED. The fred:offset_28_36_daughter offset is shortened as “offset”.

Fig. 8.: Output of the second phase of FRED pipeline (heuristic triplification) for the sentence: “Rahm Emanuel
says he won’t resign over police shooting.”

graph with links to existing semantic web resources
and textual annotations as well as to enrich composi-
tional associations (dul:associatedWith triples),
and to perform validation of, and possible corrections
on, the RDF format. The results of TAGME are reused
in order to produce owl:sameAs triples for recog-
nised entities that have a correspondence in e.g. DB-
pedia. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is used for
producing alignments with classes from external on-
tologies (expressed by means of rdfs:subClassOf
and owl:equivalentClass axioms). This task is
addressed by integrating an external component: at the
moment FRED reuses UKB [1]; an integration with
Babelfy [34] is under development as well. The result

of this phase is the final graph, which is provided in
RDF format: FRED supports most RDF serialisation
formats.

Implementation. The third phase is implemented
as an independent Java software framework, named
K~ore. K~ore is a modular set of Java components,
each accessible via its own RESTful interface. All
components are implemented as OSGi [38] bundles,
components and services based on Apache Felix11. For
example, the WSD service has been implemented as
an OSGi wrapper for UKB [1]. Pragmatically, K~ore

11http://felix.apache.org/
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wraps FRED’s Python components, and enriches their
output by means of additional services implemented
as OSGi bundles. The whole wrapper is deployed as a
REST service.

Additional implementation and deployment details.
FRED is also released as a Python API named fredlib,
which relies on the K~ore REST services, and allows
to query FRED with a user-specified corpus, also en-
abling the manipulation of the resulting graph. More
specifically, a Python function hides details related to
the communication with the FRED service, and re-
turns the user a FRED graph object that is easily man-
ageable. FRED graph objects expose methods for ex-
tracting qualified parts (motifs) from the graph. These
methods include functions for extracting the set of in-
dividual and class nodes, equivalence axioms, typing
axioms, categories of FRED nodes (i.e. events, situ-
ations, qualities, general concepts) and categories of
edges (roles and non-roles). In addition, fredlib sup-
ports rdflib12 (for managing RDF graphs) and net-
workx13 (for managing complex networks) libraries.

4. Quality, Importance, Impact

FRED’s quality and impact can be assessed from
different perspectives: (i) its ability to perform specific
knowledge extraction tasks such as event detection,
taxonomy induction, etc. (ii) its popularity in terms of
reuse and citations by a wider community of devel-
opers; (iii) its performance as a semantic middleware,
based on the evaluation of applications built on top of
it.

4.1. Rigorous evaluation

As far as (i) is concerned: [43] reports FRED per-
formance on the frame detection task showing that it is
one order of magnitude faster than Semafor [11] (see
Figure 9), i.e. the best state-of-art tool at the time. Ta-
ble 3 summarises the accuracy performance of the two
tools: FRED and Semafor have comparable precision
values for frame detection, while the value of recall
is lower for FRED. Nevertheless, it has to be noted
that Semafor was trained on the FrameNet reference
corpus, which put it in strong advantage with respect
to FRED. As additional functionality compared to Se-
mafor, FRED provides a formal representation of the
identified frame occurrences.

12http://code.google.com/p/rdflib/
13https://networkx.github.io/

Fig. 9.: Time to provide answers in function of the
number of sentences per document as reported in [43].

A further study [16] reports a comparison between
information extraction tools, including FRED. The au-
thor defines a number of basic semantic tasks by pro-
viding a correspondence between NLP tasks and se-
mantic web terminology. Table 4 reports the list of
tasks with a brief explanation of such correspondences:
each NLP task is informally associated with a corre-
sponding OWL-based semantics by indicating the type
of triples that may be produced starting from its output.

As many of the analysed tools provide a non-RDF
output, in order to allow their comparison, a manual
conversion to RDF graphs was performed, based on
a reference translation table. The study compares fif-
teen tools (including FRED) by assessing their cover-
age of, and performance on, the listed tasks against a
gold standard of 524 triples produced from a news text.
The result shows that FRED has the largest coverage of
tasks and best accuracy performance for some of them.
Table 5 summarises this evaluation analysis, the reader
can refer to [16] for a detailed description of each tool
(here we only provide an external reference for each
of them), and to online updated data14 for details about
performance measures.

14http://stlab.istc.cnr.it/stlab/KnowledgeExtractionToolEval

Tool Precision Recall F-Score
FRED 75.320 57.519 65.227

Semafor 75.325 74.797 75.060

Table 3: Frame detection task: performance compari-
son between FRED and Semafor as reported in [43].
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Task NLP terms Semantic Web triples
TopE Topic Extraction dc:subject

NER Named Entity Recognition owl:NamedIndividual

NEReS Named Entity Resolution owl:sameAs

TE Terminology extraction owl:Class || owl:ObjectProperty || owl:DatatypeProperty

TReS Terminology resolution owl:equivalentTo || rdfs:subClassOf || rdfs:subPropertyOf

Senses Sense tagging rdf:type

Tax Taxonomy induction rdfs:subClassOf

RE Relation Extraction owl:ObjectProperty || owl:DatatypeProperty

Events/Roles Event detection and SRL <Event> rdf:type <Event.type> . <Event> <semrolei> <Entityj>

Frames Frame detection <Event.type> rdfs:subClassOf <Frame>

Table 4: Summary of basic semantic tasks.

The table reports a value for each basic task indi-
cating that a certain tool addresses that task (coverage)
with a certain accuracy performance. Accuracy is com-
puted as the sum of true (positive and negative) results
over the sum of all (true and false) results. If a value is
not present it means that it was either not computed or
not computable (i.e. task not addressed), yet a “–” sign
indicates “not addressed” while a “+” sign indicates
“addressed”.

4.2. Community feedback

Besides rigorous evaluation, FRED’s quality is sup-
ported by evidence of its impact in the commu-
nity (ii). A public forum in the software engineer-
ing community, stackoverflow.com, contains indepen-
dent discussions about extending FRED’s usage to
other platforms (Python, C#)15. Another forum, an-
swers.semanticweb.com, contains independent analy-
ses and discussion of related works, revealing FRED’s
uniqueness in providing a solution for producing rich
RDF datasets from text16. The Wikipedia entry for
Knowledge Extraction17 contains a list of tools for
knowledge extraction from text, and even looking only
at the column for “extracted entities”, FRED has the
largest set. The only comparable entry is for a propri-
etary tool that does not provide any demo on the web.

More literature shows the impact of FRED beyond
semantic technology circles: a 2014 study about deal-

15http://tinyurl.com/qa2dyfj,
http://tinyurl.com/o993scy

16http://tinyurl.com/n6pzpot,
http://tinyurl.com/kb8564w

17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_
extraction

ing with big data for statistics made by the United Na-
tions Economic Commission for Europe18 says that

“The knowledge extraction from unstructured text
is still a hard task, though some preliminary
automated tools are already available. For in-
stance, the tool FRED (http://wit.istc.cnr.
it/stlab-tools/fred) permits to extract an on-
tology from sentences in natural language.” A
2013 book [2] on big data computing says in the in-
troduction: “The technologies for this [knowledge
extraction] are under intensive development cur-
rently, for example wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/
fred (accessed October 8, 2012)”.

4.3. Evaluation as a semantic middleware

Since FRED is a semantic middleware (iii) its qual-
ity is primarily assessed by evaluating the performance
of applications that depend on it. This is a hard task
to address because a rigorous methodology would re-
quire to assess the performance of each such appli-
cation both with and without using the middleware.
Nevertheless, we argue that FRED’s impact as a mid-
dleware can be demonstrated by showing successful
results of applications depending on it that address a
broad range of tasks, hence reducing the possibility
that their individual success is only due to other fac-
tors. In support to this claim, it has to be noted that all
tools discussed in the next sections strongly depends
on FRED’s output: the core of their logic relies on
heuristics defined based on FRED’s graph design. In
other words, these tools are specialisations of FRED
for specific domains or tasks. The reminder of this sec-

18http://tinyurl.com/ml6ystn
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Tool TopE NER NEReS TE TReS Senses Tax RE Events Roles and Frames
AIDAa – .89 .80 – – .64 – – – –

Alchemyb .52 .89 – .20 – .64 – .30 – –
Apache Stanbolc – .77 .25 – – .50 – – – –

CiceroLited – .89 .75 .21 .07 .64 – .25 .18 .22
DB Spotlighte – .79 .55 – – .42 – – – –

FOXf – .86 .75 .33 .65 .57 – – – –
FRED – .84 .60 .90 .07 .48 + .82 .87 .69

NERDg – .88 .60 – – .69 – – – –
Open Calaish .48 .82 – – – .57 – – .04 –

PoolParty KDi .28 – – – – – – – – –
ReVerbj – – – – – – – .27 – –

Semiosearchk – – .60 – .46 – – – – –
Wikimetal – .86 .75 .04 .07 .80 – – – –
Zemantam – .93 – – – .27 – – – –

Table 5: Summary of evaluation results for basic tasks indicating accuracy values in the interval [0,1] with 1 ex-
pressing the best possible accuracy.

ahttp://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/aida/
bhttp://www.alchemyapi.com/api/demo.html
chttp://dev.iks-project.eu:8081/enhancer
dhttp://demo.languagecomputer.com/cicerolite
ehttp://dbpedia-spotlight.github.com/demo
fhttp://aksw.org/Projects/FOX.html
ghttp://nerd.eurecom.fr
hhttp://viewer.opencalais.com/
ihttp://poolparty.biz/demozone/general
jhttp://reverb.cs.washington.edu
khttp://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/wikifier
lhttp://www.wikimeta.com/wapi/semtag.pl

mhttp://www.zemanta.com/demo/

tion is dedicated to briefly describe three such tools
addressing different tasks and their performance. No-
tably, FRED has been used also in [24] to automati-
cally extract the meaning of citations in scientific re-
search articles, and in [32] for supporting a semantic
web approach to textual knowledge reconciliation.

4.4. Semantic sentiment analysis

Sentilo19 [21][44] is a semantic sentiment analysis
tool built on top of FRED. The result of Sentilo is
an enriched FRED graph with annotations based on
an opinion-specific vocabulary. Given an opinion sen-
tence, it runs a set of heuristics on both the input text
and the FRED graph for identifying and classifying

19http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/
sentilo

the graph entities that represent the holders of the ex-
pressed opinion (if any), the opinion topics, and the
opinion-expressing words. Furthermore, it assigns sen-
timent scores to the expressed opinions. Sentilo also
relies on additional external resources such as Sentic-
Net [6], SentiWordNet [3] and Levin++20 (a resource
based on Levin classification of verbs [29]).

Figure 10 shows the pipeline of Sentilo. Its exten-
sion to FRED includes

– an ontology for opinion sentences for enriching
FRED graphs;

– SentiloNet, a novel (frame-based) lexical resource
that enables the evaluation of opinions expressed
by means of events;

– a novel scoring algorithm for opinion sentences.

20http://www.stlab.istc.cnr.it/documents/
sentilo/levin-opinion.zip
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Sentilo is accessible as both REST service and web
application featuring a graphical user interface.

An evaluation conducted on a corpus of open-rating
reviews about hotels, reported in the cited papers,
shows high accuracy of the system for the different ad-
dressed tasks: holder detection (F1 = .95), topic de-
tection (F1 = .66), subtopic detection (F1 = .80),
and sentiment scoring (Pearson ρ = .81, the corre-
lation between Sentilo scores and open-rating review
scores).

Fig. 10.: Pipeline of Sentilo (taken from [44]).

4.5. Extraction of link semantics

Legalo21[42] is a novel approach that relies on
FRED to automatically generate OWL properties that
express the semantics of hyperlinks, and possibly align
them to existing ontology properties. Given a sentence
including hyperlinks, Legalo is able (i) to identify pair
of entities that are relevantly related according to the
meaning of the sentence (as well as to discard entity
pairs that are not relevantly related), (ii) to generate a
label summarising the meaning of such relation, (iii)
to formally define an OWL property representing such
relation, annotated with the generated label, and (iv)
to align the learned OWL property to existing OWL
ontologies (if possible). Legalo enriches FRED graphs
with binary relations between entities that are only in-
directly connected in the original graph, but whose re-
lation is relevant in the context of the sentence. In order
to address these tasks, Legalo defines a set of heuristics
based on recurrent graph-patterns observed in FRED
output.

Figure 11 depicts the pipeline implemented by
Legalo. The system also relies on external resources

21http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/legalo

Fig. 11.: Pipeline of Legalo. Numbers indicate the order of execution of a
component in the pipeline.

such as Watson22 [10], LOV23, and NELL24 [7], for
addressing the property alignment task. The perfor-
mance of Legalo with respect to each addressed task
was evaluated with the help of crowdsourcing showing
very promising results: relation relevance assessment
(F1 = .87), usability of generated label (F1 = .78),
property alignment (Precision = .84). Furthermore,
the automatically generated labels were compared
to human generated labels by computing a similar-
ity score (Sim = 0.80) with the SimLibrary frame-
work [41]25 (the interval value of Sim is [0, 1], the
higher the score, the more similar the two phrases).

4.6. Automatic entity typing

Tipalo26 [18] relies on FRED to automatically type
DBpedia entities based on their natural language defi-
nitions. An entity definition is extracted from its corre-
sponding Wikipedia page and transformed by FRED in
a graph representation. Tipalo defines a set of heuris-
tics for extracting taxonomies of types that classify
an entity, from FRED output. It also disambiguates
the sense of learned concepts and align them to exist-
ing ontologies, hence providing an alternative to DB-
pedia and YAGO [48]. Figure 12 shows the pipeline
of Tipalo, which includes external resources such as
UKB [1] for word sense disambiguation, OntoWord-

22http://watson.kmi.open.ac.uk/WatsonWUI/
23http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/
24http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
25http://simlibrary.wordpress.com/
26http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/

tipalo/
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Fig. 12.: Pipeline of Tipalo. Numbers indicate the order of execution of a com-
ponent in the pipeline.

Net [17] and WordNet 3.0 Supersenses RDF27 for con-
cept alignment. The tool was evaluated against a sam-
ple of DBpedia entities and showed high accuracy for
the entity typing tasks [18]: type selection (F1 = .92),
type (concept) sense disambiguation (F1 = .75). Con-
cepts are extracted from the original definitions used
in Wikipedia, hence they provide an alternative to DB-
pedia and YAGO [48].

5. Related work

The work on Open Information Extraction (OIE,
[13]) is the foundation of machine reading and relies
on an open domain and unsupervised paradigm. The
main antecedent to OIE is probably the 1999 Open
Mind Common Sense project [46], which adopted an
ante-litteram crowdsourcing and games-with-purpose
approach to populate a large informal knowledge base
of facts expressed in triplet-based natural language.
Another OIE project is Never Ending Language Learn-
ing (NELL) [31], a learning tool that since 2010 pro-
cesses the web for building an evolving knowledge
base of facts, categories and relations. In this case there
is a (shallow) attempt to build a structured ontology
of recognised entities and predicates from the facts
learnt by NELL. Ontology learning [9] aims to address

27http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/

a similar task as machine reading: it uncovers statis-
tical regularities in linguistic features from large cor-
pora, which could justify e.g. a subsumption or dis-
jointness relations, in order to generate logical axioms.
Mostly, the results are sparse and rely on shallow pars-
ing. Works such as [5,33] assume an axiomatic form
and make the extraction process converge to that form.
In these cases, although the output is formalised its
transformation to semantic web languages is far from
being straightforward.

FRED provides a means to perform machine read-
ing where the result is formally represented accord-
ing to semantic web standards and design, carrying
the semantics of cognitive linguistics frame and en-
abling automatic reasoning and reuse from other soft-
ware agents. We call this variety of OIE Open Knowl-
edge Extraction [42].

Most research work in the area of natural language
processing (NLP) is relevantly related to machine
reading. NLP research is characterised by the fact that
the developed methods focus on specific tasks such
as relation extraction, named entity recognition, frame
detection, semantic role labeling, etc. Furthermore,
the formal representation of NLP methods’ results is
mostly overlooked in their development. Therefore,
two among the challenges for advancing the state of
the art in machine reading are: (i) to address combined
NLP tasks at the same time and (ii) to identify a unified
formal representation for the output. Among FRED’s
merits is the ability to address these challenges: it
leverages different existing NLP methods and unifies
their results into a formal representation.

The integration between NLP and semantic web
(often referred to as “semantic technologies”) is pro-
gressing fast. Most work has been opportunistic: on
one hand exploiting NLP algorithms and applications,
such as named-entity recognisers and sense taggers, to
populate semantic web datasets or ontologies, or for
creating NL query interfaces; on the other hand ex-
ploiting large semantic web datasets and ontologies
(DBpedia, YAGO, Freebase) to improve NLP algo-
rithms. For example, Alchemy API28, Apache Stan-
bol29, NERD [45], and FOX30 perform grounding of
extracted entities in publicly available identities such
as Wikipedia, DBpedia and Freebase. Nevertheless,
their output lacks information about how the identified

28http://www.alchemyapi.com
29http://stanbol.apache.org
30http://aksw.org/Projects/FOX.html
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entities are related to each other, which is one of the
features provided by FRED.

Relation extraction and question answering are
mostly domain-dependent and supervised: they use a
finite vocabulary of predicates (e.g. from the DBpe-
dia ontology), and rely on their extensional interpreta-
tion in data (e.g. DBpedia) to either link two entities
recognised in some text (as in [28,26]), or to find an
answer to a question, from which some entities have
been recognised (as in [30]). FRED performs a differ-
ent form of relation extraction: it identifies what terms
convey the semantics of a relation and creates a formal
representation for them in the form of an OWL ob-
ject property. Currently it is partly independent from
any existing source of properties, which leads its be-
haviour to generate redundancies. However, its goal
is not to detect existing relations, but to formalise the
ones it recognises as such. An extension of its capa-
bilities to cope with redundancies may be desirable as
future work.

As the integration between NLP and semantic web
is becoming tighter, clearer practices about how to
represent linguistic data are strongly desirable. Some
work propose linked data versions of linguistic re-
sources such as WordNet31 [17,49] and FrameNet [37],
and the recent proposal of Ontolex-Lemon by the On-
tolex W3C Community Group32 aims to improve lin-
guistic resource reuse. Some existing tools such as
Apache Stanbol33, NERD [45], and FOX34 provide
RDF descriptions of their outputs, making it easier to
reuse them. The NLP Interchange Format (NIF) [23]
and EARMARK [40] provide RDF vocabularies for
annotating text fragments, hence supporting the in-
tegration of results from different NLP tools. FRED
graphs include both NIF and EARMARK annotations.

6. Discussion and conclusions

This paper describes FRED: a tool able to provide
a formal representation of natural language text based
on semantic web design principles and technologies.
After providing a detailed description of FRED’s ar-
chitecture and capabilities, the paper reports on its
impact by showing both rigorous evaluations and in-

31http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/lod/wn30/
32http://www.w3.org/community/ontolex/wiki/

Main_Page
33http://stanbol.apache.org
34http://aksw.org/Projects/FOX.html

dependent quotes from a wider community of re-
searchers, adopters and practitioners. These references
demonstrate that FRED currently stands as the non-
commercial tool having the largest coverage of for-
mally defined tasks, and, to our knowledge, the largest
coverage for the semantic web specifically. The final
aim motivating FRED development is to support natu-
ral language understanding.

FRED currently responds to a very important chal-
lenge: to leverage existing natural language methods
and tools in order to obtain a unified, formalised rep-
resentation of both facts and concepts expressed by
a natural language text. Most natural language tasks
are addressed by specialised tools separately, and the
semantic assumptions behind their output is neither
harmonised nor formalised in most (if not all) cases.
The main issues implied by developing FRED were
to identify such a unified formal interpretation and to
minimise the heuristic rules needed for producing a
sound formal result, when combining the diverse dis-
course patterns.

There are still important open issues in dealing
with discourse phenomena: they are more diverse and
broader than what can be currently extracted and rep-
resented. Some of the challenges depend on implicit
knowledge, others on ambiguity, and some more de-
pend on higher order modal and conceptual structures.

Ongoing work for extending FRED is dealing with
some of them, for example certain kinds of coercion,
adjective semantics, polarity, sentiment, frame compo-
sition, a subset of presuppositions and paraphrases, etc.
For some (e.g. polarity, sentiment) very promising re-
sults have been achieved [21][44].

The current state of the art for machine reading, ei-
ther grounded in the semantic web or not, is still at
an early stage when compared to the grand vision of
natural language understanding. Two relevant exam-
ples of difficult tasks are: (1) the accurate extraction
of implicit discourse relations and conventional impli-
catures, which do not only require background knowl-
edge, but also reasoning on that knowledge in a way
close to the appropriate discourse level [22]; (2) the
recognition of cultural framing out of real world facts,
as in political discourse, which requires the extraction,
representation, and reasoning over high-level frames
(attitudes, values, metaphors), which tend to control
the factual frames that are currently the most complex
grasp offered by automated discourse representation.

A current focus of our work is creating large reposi-
tories of FRED graphs, using typed named graphs and
reconciliation techniques [32] for the cases when the
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source texts are related for some reason, e.g. with news
series, large texts, abstracts of categorised scientific ar-
ticles, etc. The final goal is to produce a large reposi-
tory of knowledge graphs that can be used to perform
deep and formal annotation of large archives of docu-
ments, and to automatically produce formal relations
between them. Another ongoing evolution of FRED is
in the area of robot-human interaction, where FRED
graphs extracted from natural language dialogues need
to be grounded to physical environments.
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